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Real-time audio looper 

The Main page shows that the Play Loop function is enabled . 
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The audio phrase is played again and again until you press the 1)-/lij button. While the audio is 
played, you can play the Ha ria. 

1. lf you want, press the [REC] button to add more parts to the existing
recording.

The Main page shows that the Overdub Loop function is enabled.
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2. Play the notes you want to add to your phrase.

The nates that you play are added to your existing audio phrase.

3. Press the [REC] button to stop the recording.

The audio phrase is played back again and again.

4. Press the �/10 button to stop the playback.

5. lf you want record a different audio phrase, press the [ �] button to erase
the current one and repeat from step 2.
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lntroduction 

lntroduction 

Thank you and congratulations on your choice of the Bugari Evo Ha ria Digital 
Accordion. This document only shows you how to use the Haria's basic functions. 

See the Reference Manual file (PDF) on the included USB storage device to 
take advantage of the Haria's full potential. (The Reference Manual may only be 
available in English.) 

... Highlights ............................................................................................................................................. . 
• Though the Haria is a fully

electronic instrument, you do not
need to connect it to an amplifier

in order to produce sound. lts
on-board amplification system is
powerful enough for small venues,
restaurants, etc.
Furthermore, the Haria comes with
a rechargeable battery (Ni-Mh) so
that you do not need to connect it
to a wall outlet.

• The Ha ria is based on Roland's
sound generation technology
called "PBM" (Physical Behavior
Modeling) whose sonic result

is very dose to the sound of
traditional accordions.
It allows you to switch from an
I ta lian jazz accordion to German
folk, French musette or a historie
bandoneon sound - without
changing your technique. Different
tuning systems are also available.

• The Ha ria is also equipped with
orchestral sounds that can
be used in combination with

traditional accordion sounds
- complete with full bellows
articulation and unique right hand
keyboard modes (Off, Zone, High
and Low).

The orchestral sounds can be freely 
assigned to the desired registers for 
optimum flexibility. 

• There are four multi-effects

processors. One multi-effect
section (MFX) can be used for the
accordion sounds of the right hand.
Three multi-effect sections are used
for the orchestral sounds: two on
the right hand and one on the left
hand.

Thanks to its Virtual Tonewheel
organ sound engine, the Haria
allows you to play amazing organ

sounds like an organ player by
using the right hand (TW Upper)
and left hand (TW Lower, TW Pedal)
sections.

• You can also use the Ha ria to play
simple drum parts with your left
and right hands by assigning drums
and percussion sounds to the bass
and chord buttons.

• The bellows in an acoustic
accordion is used to create pressure

and vacuum, driving air across
the internal reed mechanism.
Applying pressure increases the
sound volume. The Haria has a
sophisticated pressure control
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